
IceKing Yellow/Navy Waterproof Bib 
Pant
Code: FGIKYNBP

Features

Unit: Each
Size: S/M, L/XL, 2XL/3XL, 4XL, 5XL/6XL, 
7XL/8XL, 10XL
Coating: PU Membrane
Colour: Yellow/Navy
Type: Pants
EN 342:2017

Product Details

https://armoursafety.co.nz/products/apparel/cold-climate-apparel/iceking-yellow-navy-waterproof-bib-pant-2/


IceKing Waterproof Bib Pant is designed to handle work environments to -40°C. It features a 300D Oxford Rip 
Stop outer shell and a 150D Polyester internal coated lining. It is ideal for any work where protection from the 
cold is essential.

Why would you buy this over any of its competitors? The answer is simple – we created the IceKing Waterproof 
Bib Pant as well as the rest of the IceKing range because we had so many requests from frozen goods 
manufacturers complaining about the lack of garment performance in low temperatures. The other products on 
the market were simply not doing the job, so many of our clients asked us to come up with something better, and 
the IceKing Range was the result. After extensive market research and trials with several well known frozen food 
manufacturers, the IceKing range was refined and developed.

The Bib Pant is durable, with the 300D Oxford Rip Stop outer shell. It is also made with anti-rot threads and 
double-stitched seams. This means you can rely on our Bib Pant, as it handles demanding work with no hassle.

It’s also comfortable to wear for long periods and easy to adjust. It features ankle sleeves with Velcro closures to 
eliminate air movement and retain warmth. There are also Velcro closures on all external pockets.

Basically, if you’re after a Bib Pant that’s ideal for cold temperatures, then you can’t do better than our IceKing 
Range.

Features and Benefits

Suitable for temperatures up to -40°C when worn with FGIKONJ
300D oxford polyester outer shell
Breathable fabric
150D Polyester internal coated lining
Latest 'Arctic' thermal insulation technology
Neoprene hand inserts in the arm cuff
Velcro closures on all external storage pockets
Anti-rot thread & double stitched seams
Bib pant ankle sleeve with Velcro closure to eliminate air movement and retail warmth
Elasticated internal waist adjuster
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